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Read some of the online strategies

I have seen work with fitness

websites.

A strategy is a method or set of

activities we perform to attract and

manage potential clients. To do

this well, you need to have a solid

idea of who your target market is

and what appeals to them. 

An effective strategy will provide a

steady stream of leads, which

converts to business. You can

implement further strategies to

move clients to your premium

services/products.

Whatever method you choose to

grow and manage your business,

you must ensure you add value

along the way. Potential customers

have more options than before,

which are all available at the touch

of a button.
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This is an easy way to build a list of leads using pop-ups to collect details in

exchange for something of value. The key to success with this strategy is the

content on offer. It must speak directly to the problem your section of the market is

trying to solve or the knowledge they are trying to gain. Promote and share

interesting freebies as the first step towards building awareness of what you offer,

and what you can do for others.

This is where a highly functioning website
comes into play. There are other ways to
connect the digital functions I detail below
but having this under one roof saves time
and money.
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1.     Free Gift – Instant Download or Access

2.     Webinars – Direct Access to You and your Messaging

These have been the most successful lead-generation tools to demonstrate the value of

your services. Use this time to give genuine insights and invite people to join upcoming

programmes or book consultations, which can all be facilitated online through your site.

ATTRACT
SUCCESSFULLY
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CUSTOMER 
FOCUSED

3.     Free DIY Fitness Plan -
Self-Serving Sample of You

This tool gives potential clients a great idea of what it

would be like to work with you. Build visual plans for

mini programmes that could appeal. My clients

include feedback forms and short questionnaires to

encourage participants and build engagement. The

additional support and guidance offered is always

welcomed and converts to consultations towards

premium services as a progressive step in their new

journey.

4.     Blogs & Free Video Channels – Inform and
Create Advocacy

Offer relevant information, well-thought-out ideas and concepts that interest your target

market. Use this content to reach out to new people and re-ignite conversations that may

have been on the back burner. Draw visitors back to your site and place relevant prompts

entice a click, a booking or a download.
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AUTOMATE
YOUR 
BUSINESS

The previous examples give stand-
alone strategies for lead generation.
Once you have attracted clients, you

can use various tools to manage
your portfolio, as detailed below.

 

1.       Bookings & Payments

Create packages and one-off payments and configure bookable services so clients can

manage these features themselves, leaving you free from the admin of scheduling

calendars.

2.       Be Available On & Offline

Combine traditional services based in a gym or even at the client’s home with online

sessions that are conducted over Zoom.
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O N L I N E
C O A C H I N G  
F E A T U R E S

3.       Online Coaching Features

Our custom codes allow you to

personalise, plan, monitor and

coach clients from all over the

world.

 

Add demonstration videos + meal

ideas to your fitness library, and

build bespoke plans for individual

clients.

 

During the month, use monitoring

tools to track progress and respond

to any feedback.

We include food diaries, body

composition calculators, progress

photos and performance videos. 

Most Trainers/Coaches offer a

regular check-in over the phone or

through Zoom to discuss

milestones. These bookings are

automated through your site,

leaving you free to focus elsewhere.
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I hope you find these methods helpful. 

 

Some clients have a solid idea of what they want to offer,

while others choose to explore. Once an offering has been

created, it's time to test which strategy yields the best

rewards. 

 

We offer unrivalled support and guidance to Fitness

Profesionals in all areas relating to your website, so get in

touch if you would like to discuss the different possibilities

for your business.

 

Doriel Alie
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